
 

 

TO: …………………………………………………………………………… 

Amudat District Local Government in partnership with Karamoja Cultural Association, Ateker 

Cultural Center, cordially invites you for the above subject scheduled 5th -8th September, 2019 

in Amudat Town Council, Amudat District.  

The theme of the event “Appreciation of cultural identities, reduction of the Socio-cultural and 

economic barriers for development” Culture plays an important role in uniting communities and 

enabling them take steps towards transformation. It is critical that such positive cultural aspects 

be recognized and supported in the development agenda. In collaboration with Karamoja 

Cultural Association, Amudat Chapter, 2019 is providing a platform that identifies, documents 

and show case the positive aspects and efforts of the Pokot Community and Karimojong people 

through cultural commemoration, awareness creation, dialogues, establishment of cultural 

centres and mediation “Kiriket” among others. Right from 2014, this event continues to be 

organized, recognized and commemorated by bringing together “Ngikarimojong” from the 9 

Districts of Karamoja, The Ateker cluster from Sudan, Kenya, Ethiopia and the neighboring 

regions of Teso, Acholi and Sebei among others. This annual event has continued to attract the 

involvement of many more friends and well- wishers of Ngikarimojong.This letter are therefore, 

to invite you to participate in the event and make any contribution to make this event memorable. 

Find attached the concept and budget for the event. Should you require any information about the 

event, don’t hesitate to call the Chairperson Steering Committee Mr. Logwe Alfred and Mr. 

Lokoroi Charles Publicity secretary on Numbers +256782463175 and +256782329617 

respectively. 

For Cross boarders and Media: Hannah Longole of Ateker Cultural Center and Pius Loupa are 

our correspondent Contact: +256752597745 or acckaramoja82@gmail.com. 

 We remain optimistic for your continued support and collaboration to this event while looking 

forward to have you here in Amudat District.  

Thank you,  

HON. KIYONGA FRANCIS ADAMSON  

CHAIRPERSON AMUDAT DISTRICT LOCAL GOVERNMENT  
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Dear friends,  

We have been given the mandate to officially invite you to participate in the 6
th

 Karamoja 

Cultural Event, held yearly in Karamoja Districts. This year Amudat district is the host, boarding 

west Pokot of Kenya and hosting the cultural event.  

Through Ateker cultural Center a based and established local indigenous cultural organization in 

Karamoja Moroto we would like your organization to join us in the commemoration of the 6
th

 

Karamoja Cultural Event (KCE) In Uganda, this event often attracts Ateker communities in 

Uganda and across borders such as The Turukana of Kenya, Nyangatom of Ethiopia, the Toposa 

and Jiye of South Sudan this helps. Other groups that often also participate in these events 

include other tribes in Uganda and Kenya as well and of course not forgetting international 

visitors. 

We also recognize local organization and International and UN bodies in achieving Cultural 

Heritage. 

Ateker Cultural Center (ACC) is established as a local indigenous cultural organization.  

Established in 2018 in Moroto district is committed to promoting and Broadcasting the Original 

Heritage of Ateker communities in the Horn of Africa. Ateker comprise of the Karamojong of 

Uganda, Turkana of Kenya, Toposa of South Sudan, Nyangatom of Ethiopia and other interested 

pastoral groups in Africa. 

Our vision A Vibrant center preserving, nurturing, celebrating and promoting the culture, 

pastoralists’ heritage, Livelihoods, Languages, History and harmonious living of all ATEKER 

people groups in the East and Horn of Africa through various organized and accepted 

communication channels  

Our mission To work with all groups of ATEKER, in partnership with, modern and traditional 

institutions and well-wishers, to reduce and eliminate all forms of territorial barriers, 

discrimination, security threats to enable ATEKER people groups to celebrate, build and share 

their cultural heritage and resources to enable them grow into a united, and progressive people 

group for improved peace and security within the East and Horn of Africa states. 

NB: noted that this events does not have direct funding, it’s often depended to the community 

contributions, individuals, and well-wishing organizations, knowing that most organizations have 

no plan for such events. 

We shall always be grateful for your positive contribution towards the celebration of Karamoja 

Cultural event. 

Executive Director, Ateker Cultural Center Karamoja Uganda, 0 


